Activity Description Card – Recreational Motorbike Hire
Legislation
Activity Name
Activity Description
Governing Dep’t
Name
Entities to be visited
before obtaining a
permit

Resolution of the Executive Council No 18/2017 and Executive Regulation No 478/2018 Regulating and
licensing the use of recreational motorcycles
Recreational motorbike hire

Activity Code

RTA: 27
DED: 7730102

Facilities licensed to rent recreational motorcycles with two or more wheels and equipped with an automatic
engine and are designed to run in all terrain except for paved roads.
Commercial Transport Activities Dep’t

Permit-Issuing Dep’t

Commercial Transport Activities Dep’t

- licensing bodies (Department of Economic Development- Free Zones and Development)
- Licensing Agency – (Drivers Training and Qualification Dep’t) + (Commercial Transport Activities Dep’t)

Entities to be visited
after obtaining a

Nil

permit
Fees

- New Permit: AED1,000
- Permit Renewal: AED1,000
The application for obtaining the permit shall be submitted to the establishment, in accordance with the form
prepared for it for this purpose, accompanied by the following documents:
a) A copy of the passport and the summary of registration of the applicant for the citizens of the country.

Conditions and
Procedures of
Issuing Permit

b) A copy of the passport and residency for non-citizens of the country.
c)

A copy of the identity card of the permit applicant.

d)

A letter of no objection from the sponsor to non-citizens of the country.

Note:
- The Foundation studies the application and verifies that it fulfills the required conditions and documents, and
it has a request for any other documents it deems necessary to decide on the permit application.
- In the event that the permit application is approved, the permit applicant is charged with paying the fees
prescribed in this regard, and the permit is granted after the fees are met.

Conditions for issuing a permit to the recreational motorcycle rental office:
Licensing
Conditions and
Entity’s Obligations

1-Obtaining initial approval from the licensing authority to engage in recreational motorbike rental activities.
2- Opening one traffic file for all recreational motorcycles belonging to the rental office.
3- Providing no less than (20) twenty recreational motorcycles intended for each age group, according to the
classification provided in the table below:
s

Age of recreational
motorcycle rider

Motor Capacity

Max speed, recreational
motorcycle

1

1 More than (5) years
and less than (8) years

(50 SS) and less than

25 km / hour.

2

from (8) years to (16)
years

over (50 SS)
And less than (90 SS)

from 25 km / h to 80 km
/h

3

Greater than (16) years

(90 SS) and more

80 km / hour

4- The recreational motorbikes, when they are first registered, should not be more than (6) Six years old, and
must pass the technical examination conducted by the institution.
5- Signing the undertaking prepared by the Licensing Agency regarding adherence to the conditions and
requirements necessary to practice the activity of renting recreational motorcycles.
Recreational motorcycle rental office obligations:
1. Prepare a special record containing the names, nationalities and ages of recreational motorbike tenants, the
date and time of the rental, its duration, and any other evidence the establishment deems important to note.
2. Maintain a copy of the recreational motorcycle license and ownership documents, and any other documents
specified by the Corporation, and present them on request
3. Provide the recreational motorbike renter with an introductory guide that includes public safety measures
before driving.
4. The times set by the establishment to rent and drive a recreational motorbike.
5. The conditions approved by the concerned authorities in the emirate for storing recreational motorcycle fuel.
6. Not renting a recreational motorbike to any person who is not fit in health, or who is under the age of (16)
sixteen Gregorian years except with the approval of his guardian and under his supervision.
7. Not to rent any recreational motorcycle belonging to others unless after obtaining the prior approval of the
institution.
8. Compliance with health and environment requirements when performing maintenance for a recreational
motorcycle.
9. Preparing a guide board that includes the price list for renting recreational motorcycles in all its categories.
10. Not renting a recreational motorcycle that is not registered or has expired.
11. Verify that the recreational motorbike renter meets the requirements for driving the recreational motorbike
namely:
- Age must not be less than (16) years ten years AD, and those under this age may drive it under the
supervision and responsibility of their guardians, provided that the recreational motorbike is suitable for
the use of this category
-Must Be fit to drive a recreational motorbike
- Must Be familiar with the rules of operating and driving a recreational motorbike
- Wearing clothing intended for riding a recreational motorbike, including a bumper-helmet.
-To comply with safety and security requirements and requirements.

-Not to make any changes to the recreational motorbike, in a manner that results in an increase in the
speed prescribed for it, or the issuance of noise or noise during its operation or driving.
12. Not to rent any recreational motorcycle that does not meet the general safety and security requirements set
by the institution.
13. Providing parking spaces for recreational motorcycles and obtaining the necessary approvals for that from
the concerned authorities in the emirate.
14. Not to use and rent a recreational motorcycle for more than (4) four years.
15. Preparing and accrediting the recreational motorbike usage manual.
16. Not registering, using or renting a (regular) motorbike in the recreational motorbike rental activity.
17. Notify the institution in the event that it desires to stop temporarily from practicing the activity sixty (60)
days before the date set for the cessation, and submit the request to cease practicing the activity thirty (30)
thirty days before the date specified for the cessation, provided that the period of cessation does not exceed one
year, This period may be extended for other periods upon the approval of the Foundation.
18. The recreational motorbike is suitable for use, and this validity is proven according to a technical examination
report issued by the institution upon request.
19- The recreational motorcycle and its passengers must be insured under a comprehensive and valid insurance
policy issued by an insurance company, against accidents and civil liability.
20. The recreational motorbike must be owned by the rental office, and this ownership will be proven according
to the official documents upon request.
Service Applications
Channels

Applications to be submitted through RTA’s website (www.rta.ae)

